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Waco’s Economy

It’s Come a Long Way from Cotton, Dr Pepper
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The adNo major industry acdition of two counts for more than a fifth
other rail- of the Waco metropolitan area’s total employ- In fact, the Hillcrest Baptist Medical Center
roads in the ment (Chart 2). With 18 percent of the area’s project ranked among the 10 largest breakMexico
1880s made 109,000 jobs, the largest sector is education ing ground in Texas in 2006.
the city a and health services. Baylor, Waco’s largest
Manufacturing is among Waco’s maintransportation hub for agricultural goods, private employer, combines with two other stays, accounting for about 14 percent of
and Waco began to boom with textile and higher-education institutions to provide sta- area jobs. Electronics and food manufacturflour mills, foundries, bottling companies bility and growth to the local economy. Job ers are the dominant employers and include
and banks. Three colleges soon opened their creation in the education services industry Cargill Foods, Masterfoods USA, Pilgrim’s
doors, among them the present-day Baylor rose 2.6 percent last year.
Pride, Sanderson Farms and L-3 CommunicaUniversity. A Waco pharmacist invented Dr
In health care, the area’s two major tions. Although manufacturing employment
Pepper, America’s oldest major soft drink hospitals are undergoing vast expansions. has slid since 2005, average weekly factory
wages have continued to rise.
Waco’s housing market looks like many
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